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De Machinekamer is the exclusive 
distributor of the Galvanitas Compass 
Collection. The collaboration with the 
artisanal production company Galvanitas 
(Oosterhout, the Netherlands) is a 
combination of two specialized companies. 
Galvanitas has been making school, 
project and stadium furniture since 1934 
and has more than earned its spurs in the 
development of quality products.
We have made our work of our love for 
vintage furniture.

De Machinekamer (Zaandam, the 
Netherlands) has been focusing since 2006 
on the purchase and sale of vintage and 
new designer furniture. The distribution 
and further development of the Galvanitas 
Compass Collection is a fantastic 
opportunity to breathe new life into old 
designs. In this way we proudly contribute 
to the world of design classics.

De Machinekamer

Powerful, timeless industrial design 
from Dutch soil. That is the Galvanitas 
Compass Collection. The foundation 
for the collection was laid in the late 
1950s and early 1960s, with solid and 
widely used school furniture. The original 
designs have now been modernized 
into striking and appealing reissues. 
Moreover, the collection has been 
expanded with new, matching designs.

The Galvanitas Compass Collection is 
completely at home in contemporary 
interiors, from the living room to creative 
hotspots and restaurants. Wherever you 
want. Because good design always fits 
everywhere. It's that simple.
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The color palette of the now iconic chair has been 
expanded today and adapted to contemporary 
interior styles. The seat and backrest are made 
of armoured wood in various designs. The steel is 
powder coated in an attractive palette of colours. 
These of course match those of matching
table TD4.

The Galvanitas S16 is light, durable and  
user-friendly and therefore very suitable for 
intensive use, such as in a bar or restaurant. 
Guaranteed that everyone lingers for a long time, 
because the seating comfort of this chair is 
really surprisingly good!

The S16 chair is the showpiece of the 
Galvanitas Compass Collection. Rank and 
strong. An honest design, without trapping 
frills. Characteristic are the frame and
the compass legs of pressed sheet steel. 
This technology was revolutionary when 
the functional chair came on the market in 
the mid-twentieth century. Very different 
from the then more common tubular 
construction.

S16

Material
Foldes sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and backrest are made of armoured 
wood, mounted with a classic bolt connection. 

stock versions
Frame | Panels

Pearl Copper | Ebony
Pearl Gold | Brown
Loam Brown | Grey
Cement Grey | Brown
Beige Red | Brown
Ocher Brown | Ebony
White
Black

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for armoured wood  
and frame. 

dimensions
Height:  81 cm 
Width:  40 cm 

Depth:  50 cm 

Seat height:  46 cm 

Seat depth:  42 cm
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S16
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S16

The seat and backrest of the S16 chair are 
made of armoured wood, a very strong 
composite material of wood veneer and 
resin. A seat consists of about twenty layers 
of wood veneer. All layers are impregnated 
with a synthetic resin. They are placed on 
top of each other in a mold, with the grain 
alternately in a different direction. The whole 
is then pressed into the mold under very high 
pressure. The synthetic resin forms a layer 
on the top veneer and gives a hard, matte 
gloss finish.

Armored wood
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By popular demand, we have also developed a more 
dressed-up version of the S16. You can choose from a fully 
(backrest and seat) or partly (seat) upholstered chair.  
With a filling of 2 cm thickness, seating comfort is 
guaranteed. It also makes the chair suitable for higher 
tables. We have carefully selected the fabric colors to 
match the colours of the frames. The upholstery gives the 
chair a little more distinction. Something for everyone.

S16 | Upholstered

Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and / or backrest upholstered.
 

stock versions
Frame | Panels (Seat & Backrest)

Pearl Copper | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Clay 84
White | Ash Grey 40
 
 
Frame | Panels (Only Seat)

Pearl Copper | Ebony | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Brown | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Grey | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Brown | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Brown | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Ebony | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Piquet Clay 84 
White | Piquet Ash Grey 40

Customize
Colour of choice possible for upholstery
and frame.

dimensions
Height:  81 cm

Width:  41 cm

Depth:  51 cm 

Seat height:  47 cm

Seat depth:  42 cm
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The S16 is now also available with armrests. For that extra 
bit of comfort. The armrests of armoured wood have the 
same colours as the seat and backrest and are just as 
durable. The armchair and the "classic" S16 can of course 
be excellently combined and guarantee an urban industrial 
touch to any interior.

S16 

Material
Foldes sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and backrest are made of armoured 
wood, mounted with a classic bolt connection. 

stock versions
Frame | Panels

Pearl Copper | Ebony
Pearl Gold | Brown
Loam Brown | Grey
Cement Grey | Brown
Beige Red | Brown
Ocher Brown | Ebony
White
Black

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for armoured wood  
and frame. 

dimensions
Height:  81 cm 

Width:  59,5 cm 
Depth:  50 cm 

Seat height:  46 cm

Seat depth:  42 cm  
Armrest height:  69 cm 

| with armrests
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S16 | with armrests Upholstered

Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and / or backrest upholstered. 
Armrests are made of armoured wood.

stock versions
Frame | Panels (Seat & Backrest)

Pearl Copper | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Clay 84
White | Ash Grey 40
 
 
Frame | Panels (Seat only)

Pearl Copper | Ebony | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Brown | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Grey | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Brown | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Brown | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Ebony | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Piquet Clay 84 
White | Piquet Ash Grey 40

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for armoured wood  
and frame. 

Dimensions
Height:  81 cm 

Width:  59,5 cm 
Depth:  50 cm 

Seat height:  46 cm

Seat depth:  42 cm  
Armrest height:  69 cm 

By popular demand, we have also developed a more 
dressed-up version of the S16 with armrests. You can 
choose from a fully (backrest and seat) or partly (seat) 
upholstered chair. With a filling of 2 cm thickness, seating 
comfort is guaranteed. It also makes the chair suitable for 
higher tables. We have carefully selected the fabric colors 
to match the colours of the frames. The upholstery gives 
the chair a little more distinction. Something for everyone.
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The Galvanitas S21 chair is the stackable version of the S16 
chair. Originally this chair was widely used in churches and 
dining rooms. Stackability was a condition for practical use. 
This unique fact still has many advantages for use in,  
for example, the catering industry or office.

S21 

Material
Foldes sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and backrest are made of armoured 
wood, mounted with a classic bolt connection. 

stock versions
Frame | Panels

Pearl Copper | Ebony
Pearl Gold | Brown
Loam Brown | Grey
Cement Grey | Brown
Beige Red | Brown
Ocher Brown | Ebony
White
Black

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for armoured wood 
and frame. 

dimensions
Height:  78 cm 

Width:  50,5 cm 
Depth:  50,5 cm 

Seat height:  45 cm 

Seat depth:  42 cm 
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The bar chair is made of pressed steel. Not only does it give the chair 

its characteristic shape, but it also emphasizes the chair’s advantages: 

strong, light and user-friendly. This makes the bar chair ideal for the 

hospitality industry. When the bar chair was originally made, armoured wood 

was used for the seat and backrest. This was a very innovative product at 

the time that still meets the requirements of modern times. The bar chair 

is extremely suitable for the less smoothed areas. We personally don’t 

find the design romantic, but because of the tough appearance of the bar 

chair, you will immediately fall in love with it. With this chair, you instantly 

give a space a creative, alternative look. With a well-chosen mix of sober 

industrial design and the chic of a beautifully set table, you create the 

ultimate ‘urban look’. 

bar chair

Material
Foldes sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and backrest are made of armoured 
wood, mounted with a classic bolt connection. 

stock versions
Frame | Panels

Pearl Copper | Ebony
Pearl Gold | Brown
Loam Brown | Grey
Cement Grey | Brown
Beige Red | Brown
Ocher Brown | Ebony
White
Black

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for armoured wood 
and frame. 

 
dimensions
Height:  115 cm

Width:  54 cm

Depth:  49,5 cm 

Seat height:  78 cm

Seat depth:  42 cm
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By popular demand, we have also developed a more dressed-up 
version of the Bar chair . You can choose from a fully (backrest 
and seat) or partly (seat) upholstered chair. With a filling of 2 cm 
thickness, seating comfort is guaranteed. We have carefully selected 
the fabric colors to match the colours of the frames. The upholstery 
gives the chair a little more distinction. Something for everyone.

Bar Chair

Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. Seat and / or backrest upholstered.

stock versions
Frame | Panels (Seat & Backrest)

Pearl Copper | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Clay 84
White | Ash Grey 40
 
 
Frame | Panels (Seat only)

Pearl Copper | Ebony | Piquet Blossom 166 
Pearl Gold | Brown | Piquet Bisque 91
Loam Brown | Grey | Piquet Liver 10
Cement Grey | Brown | Piquet Lightgrey 60
Beige Red | Brown | Piquet Brown 15
Ocher Brown | Ebony | Piquet Coffee 81
Black | Piquet Clay 84 
White | Piquet Ash Grey 40
 

Customize
Colour of choice possible for upholstery
and frame.
 
 
dimensions
Height:  115 cm

Width:  54 cm

Depth:  49,5 cm 

Seat height:  78 cm

Seat depth:  42 cm  

| Upholstered
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The Galvanitas S19 chair is very similar to its brother the 
S16. Both had their origins in the classroom. Where the S16 
still has a separate seat and backrest panel, the S19 has 
been replaced by a completely wooden shell. Originally made 
from PAG wood but now embellished with An elegant walnut 
or oak plywood shell. This gives the S19 a natural look and 
fits perfectly into the contemporary interior.

S19 

Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder 
coated. The shell is made of veneered wood.

stock versions

Frame: Cement Grey, Black, White

Shell: Oak, Walnut

Customize
Colour of choice is possible for the frame and wood 
type of the shell.

 
dimensions
Height:  80 cm 

Width:  39 cm 
Depth:  41 cm 

Seat height:  45 cm 

Seat depth:  41 cm 
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Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder coated. 
The seat and backrest are covered with quality fabric 
or wool. Armrests of solid wood with an oil finish.

stock versions
Frame | Armrest | Fabric

Ocher Brown | Walnut | Hallingdal 65 110
Cement Grey | Walnut | Ploegwool 56
Black | Oak | Steelcut 605 
Ocher Brown | Walnut | Calvados 99960
Cement Grey | Walnut | Calvados 56
Black | Oak | Byte Blossom 166 

Customize
Colour of choice possible for frame,  
upholstery and armrests.

dimensions
Height:  70 cm 

Width:  62,5 cm 

Depth:  68 cm 

Seat height:  40 cm 

Seat depth:  46 cm

Armrest height:  58,5 cm 

An armchair can't be missing in the Compass Collection. 
Meet the DF28: a compact armchair with comfortable, sturdy 
seats. The armrests are made of solid wood. The seat and 
back are padded with quality fabric . The frame is made of 
folded sheet steel, powder coated in three possible colors. 
The star leg hints at the industrial design, the origin of 
the collection. Down to earth but striking, this eye-catcher 
draws attention to itself in the living room, foyer or café. 
Modest in size, big in appearance.

DF28
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DF28
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Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder coated. 
Solid wood tabletop with an oil or varnish finish.

stock versions

Frame: Ocher Brown, Cement Grey, Black, White

Tabletop: Beech, Oak, Walnut, White wash

Customize
Colour of choice possible for frame and tabletop.
Tabletop optional.

dimensions
Height:  75 cm 

Width:  160 | 180 | 200 | 220 | 240 | 260 | 280 | 300 cm

Depth:  90 cm

Variants or Editions
TD4 Bistro
Height:  75 cm

Width:  80 cm 
Depth:  70 cm

The TD4 Table is unmistakably related to the S16 chair,  
with the same clean lines and compass-shaped legs.  
The table is based on the original small school tables from 
the 60s. We adapted the dimensions to those of a present 
bistro, dining or conference table. Now this table with its 
metal frame and solid wood table top can shine in any 
interior, in all its characteristic simplicity. Minimalism in 
optima forma.

TD4
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Material
Folded sheet steel frame, welded and powder coated. 
Solid wood tabletop with an oil or varnish finish.

stock versions

Frame: Ocher Brown, Cement Grey, Black, White

Benchtop: Beech, Oak, Walnut, White wash

Customize
Colour of choice possible for frame and brenchtop.
Benchtop optional.

dimensions
Height:  46,5 cm 
Width:  120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 | 220 cm 
Depth:  45 cm

Timeless, simple, sleek and functional: that is the 
TD4 dining table bench. This bench, designed by De 
Machinekamer, has the same characteristic design as the 
TD4 table, so the two fit together beautifully. The TD4 dining 
table bench gives your dining area a more open and cosy 
character without taking up much space.

TD4 | Table BENCH
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TD4
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De Machinekamer Zaandam
Stormhoek 39
1506 SW Zaandam
The Netherlands

T: +31 (0) 75 711 3930
M: info@demachinekamer.nl

www.demachinekamer.nl

De Machinekamer Utrecht
Nieuw-Amsterdamlaan 15-17
3526 AE Utrecht
The Netherlands

T: +31 (0) 75 711 3930
M: utrecht@demachinekamer.nl
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